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Abstract
How users evaluate a recommender system goes beyond the accuracy of the presented content. For
food recommendation, users differ in terms of the needs they have. We investigated whether users with
different levels of health consciousness evaluated food recommender interfaces differently, depending
on two factors: the Preference Elicitation (PE) method and the use of a nutrition label ‘boost’, which is
a nudge that is explained to the user. In an online study (2x2 between-subjects design; 𝑁 = 244), we
compared a constraint-based recipe recommender, with feature-based PE, to a collaborative filtering
recipe recommender with rating-based PE. Recipes were either annotated with a multiple traffic light
nutrition label (i.e. the boost), or not (i.e., baseline). We found that boosts led to healthier recipe choices
across both methods of PE. Moreover, we found users to be less satisfied with the constraint-based PE,
while this may depend on the user’s level of health consciousness.
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1. Introduction
Most recommender systems assume that people have both the capabilities and interest to make
fully-informed choices. That is, interaction data such as ratings and bookmarks are assumed
to be accurate reflections of one’s preferences [1, 2]. While this goes a long way in some
domains, for example in movies, recommenders in other domains face users that have specific
needs or wishes that they cannot always disclose to the system [3], or require users to be more
experienced to make well-informed decisions [4, 5, 6].
In food recommender systems, which present personalized food or recipe content to users [7],
one’s preferences may strongly depend on contextual factors. This not only includes the ‘inperson’ context, such as the time of day and allergies, but also how the food items are presented
in the digital interface. For example, one’s preferences for a specific burger recipe may strongly
depend on whether salad recipes are presented alongside it, or whether the nutritional content
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of that burger is emphasized. Moreover, some users may find it difficult to elicit their preferences
if they have specific needs [8]. For example, a user of a collaborative filtering recommender
that only optimizes for ratings may find it difficult to locate recipes without specific features,
such as gluten-free content.
One overarching theme in food recommender systems is to support healthier choices [9].
Most food recommenders are, however, still optimized towards popularity [10, 8], leading to
unhealthy outcomes [11]. The number of food recommender studies that examine how to
optimize for a user’s nutritional needs, such as through knowledge-based methods [12], is rather
small [9, 8]. Even so, most of the research has focused on algorithmic advancements in terms of
prediction accuracy and less so on the healthiness of chosen recipes and the user’s evaluation
[13, 14].
In this paper, we examine recipe choices and a user’s evaluation for two recommender aspects
that go beyond algorithmic accuracy and the presented content. First, we investigate to what
extent ‘boosting’ can support healthier recipe choices in a food recommender context. Like
nudges [15, 16], boosts are changes to a choice architecture that lead to predictable changes in
behavior [17]. Whereas nudges can also be unconscious and a user is not always aware of them
[18, 16], boosts aim to empower users in their decision-making by increasing their competence
[17], typically by providing more information [19]. In this sense, boosts tend to be regarded as
ethically more acceptable, due to their explicitness [20]. A common approach to ‘boost’ healthy
food choices in brick-and-mortar supermarkets is the use of front-of-package labels [21, 22].
Such labels summarize the nutritional content of a product, indicating how consuming it relates
to one’s allowed daily intake for different nutrients [23]. A commonly used label in the United
Kingdom, is the Multiple Traffic Light label, which has shown to be effective in supporting
‘offline’ healthy food choices [24]. However, their effectiveness in an online context, as well as
for recipes, is less clear.
Second, we investigate the role of the used preference elicitation method on a user’s evaluation
of a food recommender system. Whereas content-based and CF-based recommender typically
ask users to interact with individual items (cf. [25, 26]), other types of recommenders seek to
exploit the relation between user characteristics and recipe features, such as knowledge-based
recommender systems [27, 12]. Not only does this affect what items are presented, but possibly
also on how users perceive and experience the interaction. Previous research in the energy
recommender domain has shown that the interplay between the used preference elicitation
method and a user’s domain knowledge affects the user’s evaluation [4]. They show that
inexperienced users tend to prefer to rate the favorability of individual items (i.e., in this case:
energy-saving measures), while more experienced users could interact with the measures’
features (e.g., ‘effort’ and ‘savings’) [28, 4]. For the recipe domain, this implies that preference
elicitation through recipe features, as in a constraint-based recommender, would be preferred
by users with a high level of experience.
We argue that the extent to which users are interested in recipe healthiness can affect how
they evaluate a recommender system and its preference elicitation method. On the one hand, in
a collaborative filtering context, users can only indicate their interest in healthier recipes by
rating specific recipes, while this might be easier in a recommender system that inquires on
specific nutrition-related features, such as knowledge-based or constraint-based recommenders.
On the other hand, users who aware of health and nutrition might be able to pick specific

recipes that fit their needs and would experience feature-based elicitation as not fully meeting
their needs. To this end, we consider a user’s level of health consciousness, which measures
one’s perception of one’s diet and the relation between nutrient intake and health [29]. This
aspect is adapted from pre-validated scales, used in nutritional studies [30, 29].
Approaches in food recommender systems promotes popular and unhealthy content, while
user preferences tend to be more complex to be extracted. We propose the following research
questions:
• RQ1: To what extent does a ‘nutrition label boost’ steer users towards healthier recipe
choices in a recommender system context?
• RQ2: To what extent does a user’s evaluation of a food recommender system depend
on the interplay between a user’s health consciousness and the system’s preference
elicitation method?
We present an online recommender study in which users can disclose their preferences for
recipes, after which they are presented a personalized recommendation list. By comparing recipe
lists with and without nutrition labels and by using different preference elicitation methods, we
show that:
• Healthier recipe choices can be supported by boosts, without changing the recommended
content.
• A user’s perception (i.e., effort) and evaluation (i.e., choice difficulty and satisfaction)
are more favorable among users of a constraint-based recommender with a low level of
health consciousness, and vice versa for a collaborative filtering recommender.

2. Methodology
2.1. Dataset
We consulted a database that comprised recipes of Allrecipes.com, used in previous food
recommender systems studies (e.g., [11, 14]). From the total of 58000+ recipes, we extracted a
sample of 991 recipes. Our dataset included the basic metadata for each recipe, such as image
URLs, serving sizes, the number of ingredients, preparation times, calories, sugar, salt, (saturated)
fat, and protein. Table 1 presents the number of recipes per food category, which were selected
because they contained metadata on features required to generate recommendations.
Table 1
Allrecipes.com dataset used for algorithm training and the user study.
Recipe Category
Meat and Poultry
Fruit and Vegetables
Barbecue
Pasta, Noodles and Seafood

Number of Recipes
444
339
123
85

2.2. Recommender Approaches
To address our research questions, and specifically RQ2, we compared two recommender approaches that were distinct in terms of their preference elicitation (PE) methods1 . Collaborative
Filtering (CF) relies on rating-based PE, asking users to indicate preferences for individual
items (i.e., recipes). Such approaches tend to outperform other item-based PE methods, such
as content-based recommendation [31]. In contrast, Constraint-based (CB) recommendation
exploits user preferences for recipe features, retrieving content based on the relation between
user characteristics and recipe features. Both of the selected approaches involve explicit preference elicitation, as this was found to be the best representation of user preferences in food
domain [8].
2.2.1. Collaborative Filtering (CF)
Before implementing the CF-based recommender, we evaluated several rating-based prediction
algorithms in an offline setting using out dataset. The results of this analysis were also reported
in [32]. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [33] was found to outperform algorithms (e.g.,
SVD++, KNNBasline, NMF ) by 10% in terms of the Root Mean Squared Error and Mean Absolute
Error, and was deployed for our online evaluation.
As part of the study, users were presented 10 recipes to rate on a 5-point scale. These
recipes were all part of a preferred cuisine by the user (cf. subsection 2.3). Subsequently, a
list of ten recipes was retrieved that was closest to the inferred user profile, based on the SVD
recommender. Five recipes were retrieved from a healthy set, and the other five were retrieved
from a less healthy set ( cf. subsection 2.5.1 ).
2.2.2. Constraint-based (CB)
Our CB recommender inquired on preferred user constraints for the recipe recommender. Rather
than relying on the relation between user characteristics and recipe features, such as was done in
the knowledge-based recommender of Musto et al. [12], we focused on ‘pure’ feature-based PE,
which was consistent with Knijnenburg et al. [4]. The recommendation process was initiated
by asking users what type of recipes they preferred, based on the food category and different
features. Features addressed different aspects, such as practicalities (i.e., number of servings)
and health (i.e., preferred amount of calories). An overview of features is depicted in Figure
1. After obtaining feature-based preferences, a similarity function was used to score recipes
(based on [27]), eventually retrieving recipes that were deemed most relevant.

2.3. Research Design and System Procedure
Users were subject to 2 (Preference Elicitation (PE): Collaborative Filtering (CF), ConstraintBased (CB)) X 2 (Labelling conditions: No label, Boost) between-subject design. For one arm,
users either interacted with a CF-based or a CB system, which differed in terms of PE and the
recommender algorithm. For the other arm, users either interacted with educational pages about
the use of Multiple Traffic Light (MTL) nutrition labels, before being presented personalized
1

Materials used for this study: https://github.com/ayoubGL/Boosting_TowardsHealth

What are your recipe preferences ?
Please select the food category that like the most, then answer carefully the following questions. You will receive personalized
recommendations according to your preferences.

Food category
I want recipes at least with

3 stars

4 stars

No preferences

The preferred number of servings in my recipes are

min=1, max=10

Preferred amount of calories in my recipes

min=200, max=1000

The time I have available for cooking (in min)

min=15, max=60

The preferred number of ingredients in my recipes

min=3, max=10

Next

Figure 1: Features extracted for the Constraint-based preference elicitation and recommender approach.

recipes annotated with MTL labels (i.e., Boost condition), or were not exposed to any education
or label. Figure 2B depicts an example of an MTL label, Figure 3 depicts the educational prompt
of the boost.
For the online evaluation, users were asked to provide their consent for participation. They
were informed that our food recommender system would help them to find recipes they would
like to cook and eat. Figure 2A depicts the user flow of the proposed system. First, users were
asked to disclose basic demographic characteristics (e.g., age, gender, level of education) and to
respond to questionnaire items about their level of health consciousness, as well as to choose
a preferred food category. In the CF scenario, users were asked to rate ten recipes from the
preferred category using a 5-star rating scale. In the CB scenario, the user filled out a form
expressing her needs in terms of desired recipe features (see Figure 1). Users in both conditions
were presented a list of ten personalized recipe recommendations, among which five were
relatively healthy (i.e., having an FSA score of 8 or lower) and five relatively unhealthy (having
an FSA score of 9 or higher). Recipes were either annotated with the Multiple Traffic Light
(MTL) nutrition labels or not, according to the intervention conditions. Afterwards, users were
asked to evaluate their perception of the system and their experience with the chosen recipes.

2.4. Participants
A total of 244 participants (75% female) completed our 5-minute study, for which they were
rewarded with GBP 0.75. They were recruited on the crowdsourcing platform Prolific. They
had at least an approval rate of 95% and previously completed at least 30 submissions. Among
them, 99% had attained at least a high school diploma. Participants all lived in Great Britain, as
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Fiery Fish Tacos with Crunchy Corn Salsa
Serving Size
300 (g)

Servings
8
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351

0.30g
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Low
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15. 30g
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Select Recipe

Figure 2: A (on the top): User flow of the online evaluation. B (on the bottom): An example of a recipe
that was annotated with a Multiple Traffic Light label.

they were more likely to have experience with the Multiple Traffic Light Label. Note that the
research setup conformed to the ethical standards of the Norwegian Centre for Research Data
(NSD).

2.5. Measures
2.5.1. Recipe healthiness
We assessed the healthiness of chosen recipes. In other studies, this was typically based on
nutritional guidelines proposed by various health organizations [34, 35]. We used the wellvalidated FSA score [36], which was issued by the British Food Standards Agency [37]. The FSA
score was computed by assigning points to four nutrients in a given recipe: sugar, fat, saturated
fat, and salt. For each nutrient, we discerned between low, medium, or high content, assigning
one point for each level (low, medium, high). This led to a scored scale from 4 (healthiest) to 12
(least healthy). We used a score of eight as a threshold to discern 50% healthy and 50% unhealthy
recipes in our recommendation sets.

Understanding the use of nutrition labels
On the next page, you will be presented personalized recipes recommendations, along with Multiple Traffic Light nutrition labels. Please carefully read the
text bellow to understand what they mean before proceeding to the next page.

Nutritional labels give you information that can help you make healthier and more informed choices when deciding which food
products to buy: “By checking the label each time you purchase something, you will take more control of your eating habits.”
The traffic light labelling system will tell you whether a recipe has high, medium or low amount of fat, saturated fat, sugars
and salt. It will also tell you how much of each nutrient a recipe contains per serving.

• Red: means the product is high in a nutrient and you should try to cut down, eat less often or eat smaller amounts.
• Amber: means medium, if a food contains mostly amber, you can eat it most of the time.
• Green: means low, the more green lights a label shows, the healthier the food choice is.

Next

Figure 3: Prompt to Boost a user’s understanding of the Multiple Traffic Light nutrition labels.

2.5.2. Nutrition Labels
For our boosting intervention, we relied on a Front-of-Package Nutrition Label to inform users
about the health content of recipes. For years, food products displayed nutritional details on
the back of packaging. Although this was found to be associated with low-fat food intake and
healthier food choices overall [38, 39], many people found the information too complex to use
[40, 41]. This spurred the development of Front-of-Package labels that summarize a product’s
nutritional content [42].
In this study, we used the Multiple Traffic Light (MTL) Front-of-Package nutrition label as a
healthy eating boost (see Figure 2B). The MTL label was based on the FSA score, representing
different levels of nutrient content by displaying red, amber, or green colors for high, medium,
or low levels of nutrients, respectively [37].
2.5.3. User Characteristics, Perception, and Experience
To examine the user’s evaluation of our food recommender approaches, we inquired on user
characteristics and evaluation aspects. In line with the recommender system user experience
framework [43, 44], we examined perception and experience aspects and user characteristics.
Item responses were submitted to 5-point Likert Scales. Items for choice satisfaction [43, 45, 14],
choice difficulty [46, 14], and perceived effort [6] were adapted from previous recommender
studies. Item for health consciousness was adapted from a pre-validated scale in the food
domain [30, 29], in line with a procedure followed by [47].
Whether the items formed the expected aspects was examined using a principal component
factor analysis. Table 2 outlines the results, describing the factor loadings for the used aspects
and items. Items with low loadings or too many cross-loadings were removed from analysis.
Whereas choice difficulty, choice satisfaction and perceived effort could be inferred reliably,

there were doubts about the reliability of health consciousness. We observed a low value of
Cronbach’s Alpha (0.37), even after dropping unreliable items. Since the used items were part
of a pre-validated scale and the factor loadings with the retained items were good, we decided
to proceed with our analyses including health consciousness.
For our analyses, all aspects were standardized and predicted using regression scoring. Health
consciousness was considered as both a continuous and dichotomous variable. For the latter,
we differentiated between low and high levels of health consciousness, performing a mean split
on the standardized variable.
Table 2
Results of the principal component factor analysis across different user characteristics and experience
aspects. Items were measured on 5-point Likert scales. Cronbach’s Alpha is denoted by 𝛼, items in gray
were omitted from analysis.
Aspect
Choice Satisfaction
𝛼 = .86

Choice Difficulty
𝛼 = .75

Health Consciousness
𝛼 = .37
Perceived Effort
𝛼 = .61

Item
I like the recipe I have chosen.
I think I will prepare the recipe I have chosen.
The chosen recipe fits my preference.
I know many recipes that I like more than the one I have chosen.
I would recommend the chosen recipe to others.
I changed my mind several times before making a decision.
Making a choice was overwhelming.
It was easy to make this choice.
My diet is well-balanced and healthy.
The amount of sugar I get in my food is important.
I have the impression that I sacrifice a lot for my health.
My health does not depend on the food I consume.
I am concerned about the quantity of salt that I get in my food.
The system takes up a lot of time.
I quickly understood the functionalities of the system.
Many actions were required to use the system.

Loading
.841
.874
.789
.817
.920
-.794
.651
.809
.752
.782
.843

3. Results
We present the analyses for our two research questions. First, we investigated to what extent
annotating recipes with nutrition labels, with (i.e., boosting) or without (i.e., nudging) explanation, led to healthier recipe choices (RQ1). Second, we examined the interplay between the
used Preference Elicitation (PE) method and user’s evaluation method, specifically examining
how the user’s health consciousness and the PE method led to differences in user perception
(i.e., perceived effort) and evaluation (i.e., choice difficulty and choice satisfaction; RQ2).

3.1. RQ1: Boosting Towards Healthier Choices
We first examined to what extent nutrition label boosted affected the healthiness of recipes
chosen. We performed a two-way ANCOVA to predict whether the FSA score of chosen recipes

differed significantly across conditions, while adjusting for a user’s level of health consciousness.
With regard to the labeling conditions, the results in Table 3 show that the FSA score was
significantly lower in the boost condition (𝑀 = 7.98, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.63) than in the no-label condition
(𝑀 = 8.65, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.50): 𝐹 (1, 239) = 10.41, 𝑝 = 0.0014. This showed that in the context of
personalized recipe recommendations, boosting and annotating recipes with a multiple traffic
light nutrition label leads to an increase in the healthiness of recipe choices.
Table 3
Results of a two-way ANCOVA, predicting the healthiness of chosen recipes across different recommendation approaches and interventions conditions. A user’s health consciousness was included as a
covariate. ***𝑝 < 0.001, **𝑝 < 0.01, *𝑝 < 0.05.
Factor (Predicting FSA score)

df

F

Model

4

4.45 ∗∗

Labelling Condition (No Label-Boost)
Preference Elicitation (CF-CB)
Preference Elicitation * Labelling Cond.
Health Consciousness

1
1
1
1

10.41∗∗
0.79
1.25
1.76

The two-way ANCOVA reported in Table 3 further revealed that the healthiness of recipe
choices did not depend on the Preference Elicitation (PE) method. Although chosen recipes were
slightly less healthier after a constraint-based (CB) PE and recommendation method (𝑀 = 8.39,
𝑆𝐷 = 1.39) than after a collaborative filtering (CF) PE (𝑀 = 8.23, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.79), this difference was
not significant (𝑝 = 0.42). This suggested that the used PE and recommendation method did
not directly affect the recommended content.
In addition, we neither observed an interaction effect between the PE method and the use of
a boosted nutrition label. To better understand all effects, please inspect Figure 4, which shows
that users across both PE methods chose healthier recipes when being presented nutrition labels.
Finally, Table 3 did not reveal that a user’s level of health consciousness significantly affected
the healthiness of chosen recipes (𝑝 = 0.057); we further checked for interaction effects with
the labelling conditions, but did not observe any.
3.1.1. Conclusion
Overall, we found that annotating recipes with multiple traffic light nutrition labels, in conjunction with an explanation, can support users in making healthier choices. On the other hand,
the recommendation approach did not affect on the healthiness of chosen recipes (see Table
3), nor was it affected by a user’s level of health consciousness. Recipe choices were further
related to how users evaluated our recommender system in the next subsection.

3.2. RQ2: User Evaluation of Preference Elicitation Methods
We examined a user’s evaluation of our recipe recommender system, based on the used Preference Elicitation (PE) method. In doing so, we first examined whether the user’s perception was
affected by the interplay between a user’s health consciousness and the preference elicitation

Figure 4: Mean FSA score of chosen recipes across different conditions for preference elicitation (CF vs
CB) and labelling (No Label vs Boost). Lower scores indicate healthier recipe choices.

method (RQ2). Then, we examined whether this led to further differences in a user’s experienced
choice difficulty and choice satisfaction.
3.2.1. Perceived Effort
We performed a one-way ANCOVA on a user’s perceived effort of using our recommender
system, including an interaction effect between health consciousness and the used PE method2 .
The results are outlined in Table 4. We found no main effects for the used elicitation method,
as the perceived effort of using the CB recommender (𝑀 = −.014, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.03), which relied on
disclosing preferences for recipe features, was only somewhat lower than that of the CF-based
recommender (𝑀 = .014, 𝑆𝐷 = .97), which relied on rating-based PE. In addition, we neither
observed a main effect of a user’s health consciousness on effort: 𝐹 (1, 240) = 1.16, 𝑝 = 0.28.
Table 4
Results of a one-way ANCOVA with interaction effect on the user’s level of perceived effort. It was
examined across different PE conditions (CF, CB), while controlling for a user’s level of health consciousness. ***𝑝 < 0.001, **𝑝 < 0.01, *𝑝 < 0.05.
Factor (Predicting Perceived Effort)

df

F

Model

3

3.02∗

Preference Elicitation (CF, CB)
Health Consciousness
PE method (CF, CB) * Health Consciousness

1
1
1

0.08
1.16
8.42∗∗

What stands out from Table 4 is an interaction effect between the PE method and a user’s
health: 𝐹 (1, 240) = 8.42, 𝑝 = 0.0041. This suggested that a user’s perceived effort depended on
2

We also examined whether the user’s perceived effort differed across labelling conditions, such as by performing a
two-way ANOVA across different labelling and PE conditions. However, we observed no differences.

the interplay between the PE method and the user’s level of health consciousness. The direction
of this effect can be understood best by inspecting Figure 5, in which we differentiated between
low and high levels of health consciousness based on a mean split. While users with low levels
of health consciousness perceived the CB method as less effortful, this increased significantly
for users with a high level of health consciousness. In contrast, Figure 5 depicts much smaller
differences in perceived effort for a CF-based PE. This suggested that users who were likely
to seek out healthier recipes found our constraint-based recommender, with feature-based
elicitation, more effortful to use.

Figure 5: Users’ perceived effort of using the different Preference Elicitation (PE) methods, based on
a user’s level of health consciousness. The Collaborative Filtering (CF) PE was rating-based, while
the Constraint-Based (CB) PE was feature-based. To interpret the interaction effect in Table 4, health
consciousness was divided into low and high based on a mean split. Error bars are 1 S.E.

3.2.2. Choice Difficulty and Choice Satisfaction
We further examined to what extent different elicitation methods and user characteristics
affected the user experience aspects of choice difficulty and choice satisfaction. For each aspect,
we performed a linear regression analysis, in which we also checked for differences across
labelling conditions, as well as whether perception aspects (i.e., effort) and choice metrics (i.e.,
FSA score) played a role.
Table 5 reports both analyses. For choice difficulty, we found that users of the constraintbased recommender found it more difficult to use (𝛽 = .31, 𝑝 = 0.01), compared to users of our
CF-based recommender. In contrast, choice difficulty was not affected by the use of nutrition
labels (i.e., our boost), neither by the user’s level of health consciousness, nor by the interaction
between the PE method and the user’s health consciousness (all 𝑝 > 0.05). This suggested
that it was more difficult to choose between the recipes generated by the constraint-based
recommender (compared to CF), while the use of labels did not support easier decision-making.
With regard to other aspects, we found that users who perceived a recommender as effortful
to use, also reported higher levels of choice difficulty: 𝛽 = .26, 𝑝 < 0.001. This suggested a

possible indirect effect of the interplay between a user’s level of health consciousness and the
PE method on choice difficulty, via perceived effort. Hence, an earlier analysis revealed that
users in the CB condition reported higher levels of perceived effort if they had a higher level of
health consciousness, and vice versa. In contrast, the healthiness of the chosen recipe (i.e., FSA)
was not related to choice difficulty.
Table 5
Linear regression analyses, with models to predict the user’s experienced choice difficulty and choice
satisfaction, based on the experimental conditions, user characteristics, perception aspects and choices.
‘Boost’ and ‘CB’ were coded as 0.5, ‘No label’ and ‘CF’ as -0.5. ***𝑝 < 0.001, **𝑝 < 0.01, *𝑝 < 0.05.
Factor

Choice Difficulty
𝛽
S.E.

Choice Satisfaction
𝛽
S.E.

Labelling Condition (Boost vs No label)
Preference Elicitation (CB vs CF)

.11
.31∗

.13
.12

.13
-.43∗∗

.13
.12

Health Consciousness
Preference Elicitation (CB vs CF) * Health Consciousness

.050
.0075

.062
.13

.051
-.021

.062
.13

-.21∗∗
.033
.066
-.55

.065
.065
.040
.34
.11∗∗∗

Choice Difficulty
Perceived Effort
FSA
Intercept
𝑅2

∗∗∗

.26
-.045
.37

.063
.040
.33
.11∗∗∗

With regard to choice satisfaction, we observed similar effects as for choice difficulty. Again,
we observed no significant effects for the use of nutritional labels, health consciousness and the
chosen recipe’s FSA score. In a similar vein, users reported lower levels of choice satisfaction for
our constraint-based recommender with feature-based PE (𝑀 = −.24, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.02), than for our
rating-based CF recommender (𝑀 = .24, 𝑆𝐷 = .92): 𝛽 = −.43, 𝑝 = 0.001. In addition, we also
observed a negative, significant relation between the experienced choice difficulty and choice
satisfaction: 𝛽 = −.21, 𝑝 = 0.002. This suggested two possible mediated paths towards choice
satisfaction. First, the constraint-based PE method increased the experienced choice difficulty
and, in turn, lowered the user’s level of experienced choice satisfaction. Second, the interaction
between a user’s health consciousness and the PE method affected effort, which affected choice
difficulty and satisfaction subsequently. All the effects, regarding the experimental conditions,
can be understood further by inspecting Figures 6 and 7.
3.2.3. Conclusion
We observed that the user’s evaluation of our food recommender system depended on the
interplay between the PE method and user characteristics. Specifically, we observed that if a
user’s level of health consciousness was high, users perceived higher levels of effort of using the
constraint-based recommender, compared to lower levels of effort for users with a low level of
health consciousness. Effort was further found to positively affect choice difficulty, which had,
in turn, a negative relation with choice satisfaction. On top of that, users had on average more

Figure 6: Standardized scores for the choice difficulty Figure 7: Standardized scores for the choice satisfaction
experience aspect across conditions.
experience aspect across conditions.
Errors bars represent 1 S.E.
Errors bars represent 1 S.E.

difficulties in choosing a recipe in the constraint-based condition, while we observed no effects
on the used labeling condition. This showed that how a food recommender is evaluated depends
on the healthy food interests of the user, which is one of the possible user characteristics that
could have been inquired on.

4. Discussion
In the context of personalized recipe recommendations, this work has examined two ways how
a recommender can cater to users who are interested in healthy eating. Food recommender
systems have faced difficulties in optimizing for nutritional content [9, 10, 11], particularly
while maintaining a user’s level of satisfaction [36]. In an attempt to ‘boost’ healthier recipe
choices, we have gone beyond optimizing algorithmic accuracy by not necessarily changing
what recipes are presented but how they are presented and how user preferences are elicited.
First, we have found that annotating recipes with nutrition labels leads to healthier recipe
choices (RQ1). Our work is among the first to examine such a digital nudge in a personalized
context [48], particularly in the domain food [49], and one of the first to use the concept of
‘boosting’ in a recommender system context. The idea that our (interface) interventions, not
only the algorithm, should be explainable to a person or user is gaining ground in behavioral
economics [17, 20]. The purpose of highlighting a specific interface this way is to make it more
salient to a user, which can increase one’s knowledge level or awareness [50]. Although it seems
sensible that a nutrition label can support healthier choices [40], evidence for the effectiveness
of nudges in personalized recommender contexts is scarce [45]. It seems that they need to be
well-designed to be effective, as the content already fits the user’s preferences.
Second, we have found that the user’s evaluation of a food recommender system is significantly
associated with the used preference elicitation method, based on that user’s level of health
consciousness (RQ2). We have compared two distinct recommender approaches, collaborative
filtering and constraint-based, that also involve different methods of preference. Across all types
of users, we find that constraint-based recipe recommendation lists are more difficult to choose

from and, in turn, lead to lower levels of satisfaction. With regard to choice satisfaction, it could
be argued that this outcome is unsurprising, since a constraint-based recommender system
tends to be less effective than a CF-based recommender as it makes much simpler assumptions
about the user’s preferences [51].
When combining health consciousness and the PE method, we would have expected to
observe an additional interaction effect. Hence, our user-specific analyses are more striking.
Similar to the interaction between knowledge and the PE method in [28], we have observed an
interaction effect between health consciousness and the PE method. However, although we have
observed lower perceived effort for lower levels of health consciousness and feature-based PE,
previous findings from the energy domain show the opposite with higher system satisfaction
levels for high domain knowledge and feature-based PE [28, 4]. we argue that the examined
interplay of user characteristics and PE is different. Whereas the work of Knijnenburg et
al. [4] focuses on domain knowledge and the resulting understandability of different energyrelated features, the current paper focuses on whether a specific aspect in which users can
be interested (i.e., food healthiness) can be catered to effectively using different PE methods.
Whether similar findings would be observed when examining the relation between PE and food
knowledge (e.g., subjective food knowledge [52, 53]) will be examined in an upcoming study.
Regardless, our findings stress the complexity and multifacetedness of the food domain [7], the
domain-specificity of findings in recommender studies.
The main limitation to our findings it that health consciousness faced construct validity issues.
Although the factor loadings of the eventually used items are good, the observed Cronbach’s
Alpha was found to be too low and multiple items were dropped. This can raise some doubts
about whether we have measured health consciousness reliably. Although we wholeheartedly
recommended to replicate our findings, we have proceeded with our analysis in the current
paper, because the used items are part of a pre-validated scale [30], implying that some studies
have already used the scale without validating it further (e.g., [47]).
Another aspect that can be improved is the method of analysis. Whereas Knijnenburg et al.
[4] has examined mediation effects using structural equation modelling, this was not possible
in the current study due to fit issues. We have not been even to converge to a model that would
meet all assumptions. Instead, we have examined a simplified version of a structural equation
model, by examining mediation through multiple separate analyses (i.e., ANCOVAs, regression).
This approach is line with the earlier 2009 RecSys work of Knijnenburg and Willemsen [28],
inferring mediation in a stepwise manner. This approach is also prescribed by Baron and
Kenny [54]. Nonetheless, it has been argued that this approach faces more limitation than
a structural equation model would [55]. Hence, in a follow-up study, we intend to mitigate
the issues regarding construct validity examine our findings in a structural equation model
by using different questionnaire items. Even though health consciousness has been adapted
from previous studies [30, 29], we opt for pre-validated aspects in a follow-up study. In doing
so, we will also consider subjective food knowledge scales, which would be in line with the
earlier work on PE from Knijnenburg et al. [4]. All in all, this would allow us to paint a full
picture of the interplay between a food recommender’s PE method and multiple relevant user
characteristics that cannot simply be captured by a recommender algorithm.
A limitation regarding the recommended items is the arguably smaller dataset of recipes.
While some other studies with internet-sourced recipes have been able to leverage datasets

with more recipes [11], our dataset is smaller due to the focus on high-quality ratings for our
collaborative filtering recommender. We have only used ratings from users that have rated at
least 20 recipes, to make sure that the collected ratings are of rather active and experienced
users. In addition,
Follow-up studies should also address the limitations of one-off user choices as a measure
of recommender ‘success’. While food choices may go a long way in digital interfaces to
predict subsequent user behavior (e.g., [56]), an optimal study design would also check whether
chosen recipes are actually prepared and consumed. In a sense, repeated interactions with
a recommender systems through some kind of application would be representative to assess
whether user preferences would shift. Therefore, we opt for a recommender systems with a
longitudinal design, as has been demonstrated in other domains [57].
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